
971 MODULAR ENTRANCE PANELS

IACCESS READER MODULE FOR USOA

Code : 9710025

Model : MLP-000

Description
Complete module for USOA entrance panel. iACCESS reader. 1 window. It 
includes an ELP-000 electronic module and CLP-000 front glass 

iACCESS SYSTEM
iACCESS is an Access Control System based in Proximity RF Readers that are 
integrated in our 2 wire Door Phone entrance panels. Thus the system 
grants access to the users by means of electronic keys avoiding standard 
metal ones or even code memorizing.

Different key holders can access different locations of the facility, depending 
on the given total or partial access. iACCESS can encode keys that let access 
only temporally for instance during summer season (pool cleaners, 
lifeguards) or only during some specific hours (gardeners only during the 
morning). The system lets you form all these options like creating new keys 
for new users, cancelling lost ones and many other options very quick and 
easy using our website based application at http://www.alcad.net/iaccess.

iACCESS offers convenience to the users as well as security and control on 
the people that access the facility for maintenance, etc... many common 
areas like: Roof, Terrace, Pool, etc..

9770095 ELP-000 Description
Electronic module for USOA entrance panel. Category: Spare parts. It 
incorporates an iACCESS reader to the entrance panel.

9770110 CLP-000 Description
Frontal glass for USOA entrance panel. Category: Spare parts. Front 
belonging to the complete module MLP-000 

USOA is the Alcad entrance panel with a continuous profile and modular 
composition. It consists of frames of different sizes and with different 
numbers of windows where the different modules are fitted: as main audio 
or video module, push-button modules, iaccess module, card holders ... etc. 
There are two module sizes: P and G. The G modules occupy 2 frame 
windows, and the P modules occupy a single window.

Its modularity allows total freedom of choice for the creation of compositions 
and, at the same time, facilitates the integration of all technologies in the 
same equipment and with the same aesthetics.




